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Non-coding RNAs importance 
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l 80% of the variants associated with diseases are not located on protein-coding
genes. (Manolio et al, Hindorrf et al)

l More than 60% of the human genome is transcribed into RNA (75% by primary
transcripts), but only 2% will be translated into proteins

=> Need to annotate non-coding RNAs to increase genotype / phenotype
understanding.

Impact of non-coding ?



The different types of RNAs
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Estimation of RNA levels in a mammalian cell

Palazzo et al, Front. Genet., 26 January 2015



The different functions of lncRNAs
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Malik et al, Asian J Androl. 2016



Definition of an lncRNA
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LncRNA = transcript without coding potential, >200 nt, spliced, polyA+/- (Derrien et al., 2012)
Example: annotation of the human genome:

https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/stats.html



Databases, resources
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http://www.noncode.org/
database dedicated to non-coding RNAs (excluding tRNAs and rRNAs)

http://rnacentral.org/
The non-coding RNA sequence database

http://greenc.sequentiabiotech.com/wiki/Main_Page
A Wiki-database of plant lncRNAs

http://www.noncode.org/
http://rnacentral.org/
http://greenc.sequentiabiotech.com/wiki/Main_Page


FEELnc : FlExible Extraction of LncRNAs
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https://github.com/tderrien/FEELnc

Wucher V, et al. FEELnc : a tool for long  non-coding RNA annotation and 
its application to the dog transcriptome.  Nucleic Acids Res. 2017 May 
5 ;45(8) :e57.

Assembled transcripts 
(Cufflinks / Stringtie)

I- FEELnc_Filter

II- FEELnc_CodingPot

III- FEELnc_Classifier

LncRNAs

RNA-Seq data:
protocol (capture tail poly 

A, ribo depletion)

* FEELnc_filter.pl : 
Extract, filter candidate 
transcripts.

* FEELnc_codpot.pl : 
Compute the coding potential 
of candidate transcripts.

* FEELnc_classifier.pl : 
Classify lncRNAs based on 
their genomic localization wrt 
others transcripts.



I- FEELnc_Filter
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Deletion of non lncRNAs:

All possible types (small ncRNA,
pseudogenes, ...) Severe filtering, possible
loss of lncRNA.

l RNA codant

l RNA considered as potential isoforms

l < 200 bp

l Mono-exonic

Known and novel transcripts

Candidate lncRNAs

I- FEELnc_Filter



II- FEELnc_CodingPot
=> Define a CPS = "Coding Potential Score" for each candidate RNA
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Known mRNAs Known lncRNAs

Extraction information: 
- ORF length / coverage (mRNA)
- Kmer frequency (NT frequency 

bias / codon usage)
- Transcript length

Learning / machine learning

Classifier

New mRNAs New lncRNAs

II- FEELnc_CodingPot

3 criteria to 
discriminate between
mRNAs and lncRNAs



II- FEELnc_CodingPot
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Extraction information: 
- ORF length / coverage
- Kmer frequency 
- Transcript length

RandomForest
- Easily optimized
- Adapted to unbalanced datasets
- Handles missing data

Obtaining a CPS (Coding Potential Score) for 
all transcripts 

selection of the threshold ?



II- FEELnc_CodingPot
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Choosing an optimal CPS

Cut-off = Maximization of 
sensitivity / specificity



II- FEELnc_CodingPot
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TUCpsnew lncRNAs new mRNAs

TUCPs = transcrits ambiguous

"The (CPS) threshold is (…) somewhat arbitrary,
and transcripts that reside in questionable
regions of the distribution should be annotated as
transcripts of unknown coding potential
(TUCPs)"
J.S. Mattick, J.L. Rinn, Discovery and annotation of
long noncoding RNAs. Nature Structural Molecular
Biology, 22:5–7, 2015.



II- FEELnc_CodingPot
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Use without training data set :

Known mRNAs lncRNAs connus

Extraction information:
- ORF length / coverage
- Kmer frequency
- Transcript length

Machine learning

Classifier

New mRNAs New lncRNAs

lncRNAs models

- “intergenic” mode 
(intergenic sequence 
extraction)

- “shuffle” mode (k-mer)



III- FEELnc_Classifier
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Classification of lncRNAs according to their genomic context
Classification can help to understand the function of lncRNA

-> intergenic or intragenic localisation



Use in Galaxy
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Inputs :

mRNA / lncRNA prediction : ‘FEELnc FlExible Extraction of LncRNA‘



Use in Galaxy
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1st Output : Tool Standard Output = summary of results



Use in Galaxy
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2nds Outputs : Annotations of lncRNAs and new mRNAs (not present in the reference
annotation) in GTF format.



Use in Galaxy
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3rd Output : tabulated file from « Classifier »


